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T he old saying “time is money” is never more true than with 
turnarounds, shutdowns, and outages requiring cranes 
and other specialized equipment. The need to reduce cost 

through better planning is where Barnhart’s national network of 
branches, people, and deep inventory of cranes and other rigging and 
transportation equipment really make a difference.

With now over 30 branches (see branch profile story on page 19) 
strategically placed across the entire United States, Barnhart can easily 
mobilize cranes, equipment and expertise to any job site anywhere 
in the country.  Our inventory of over 200 cranes ranging in capacity 
from 18 tons to almost 1,800 tons can supply the machines to meet the 
needs of the most challenging outage project.  Rigging supervision, lift 
planning, site transportation services, crane services and more can be 
provided through our team of professional supervisors, engineers and 
project managers.  And, when needed, Barnhart can easily meld with 
you or your contractor’s craft labor and work with local crane providers 
to complete the entire scope of your outage. 

The expertise of Barnhart helps ensure the safety, quality and timely 
completion of your next project. When brought in early, the team at 
Barnhart has proven over and over its ability to reduce risk and the 
overall cost of an outage.   

cRaNEs & 
ouTaGE suPPoRT
On Time-Sensitive Projects, Our Experience Counts
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4.......................................... Absorption Column HAul And set
5 .....................................AmmoniA tAnk offloAd And set

6.................................dryer trAnsport
7 ............................rAilroAd bridge girder HAul And set

8........................Condenser removAl And replACement
9....................emergenCy mpt replACement

10 .............feedwAter HeAter removAl And replACement
11.........generAtor trAnsport

12 ........................................bleACH tAnk HAul
13 ....................................bridge replACement

14.................................exCHAnger bundle replACement
15 .............................geArbox removAl And replACement

16..........................CondensAte HeAder piping 
                                removAl And replACement

17 ..................powered sAddle roller
18...............brAnCH profile: omAHA, nebrAskA

cRaNEs & 
ouTaGE suPPoRT
On Time-Sensitive Projects, Our Experience Counts

Barnhart provides 
service from a network 
of over 30 branches 
across the united 
states; one of them 
may be near your project. 
But if not, have crane 
will travel!

When brought in 
early, the team at 
Barnhart has proven 
over and over its 
ability to reduce 
risk and the overall 
cost of an outage.  
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B arnhart was hired to rotate, load and transport a 330,000 lb. absorption column from a barge terminal in Knoxville 
to a chemical plant in Greenville, Tenn. The column then had to be offloaded, upended to a vertical position and 
set on a foundation.

The team rotated the tank prior to loading to maintain minimum travel height. Barnhart’s 12-line Eastrac Transporter with Prime 
Mover was utilized to complete the 60-mile heavy haul. Upon arriving on site, Barnhart’s rigging team used a CC1800 as the 
erection crane and tailed the column to a vertical position with two legs of gantry. Powered tank rollers were also used. 

Barnhart’s project equipment group, Memphis and Knoxville branch worked together on scheduling and assuring equipment 
availability and utilized local labor as much as possible. The project manager’s strategies for minimizing overall project costs 
included managing the route surveys and all third party civil improvements and line raises, sharing mobilization with other 
projects at the same site, optimizing trucking sequence on deliveries and utilizing route information from previous heavy hauls 
in the area.

As a result, the project was completed safely, profitably and on schedule.   

T E N N E S S E E

CHEMICAL: Absorption Column Haul and Set
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B arnhart was initially hired to offload, rotate and store four ammonia 
tanks on four mobilizations at a nitrogen plant in Tennessee.  Each 
tank was 131’ long and weighed 265,000 lbs.  The customer later 

added the task of moving each tank into position and setting them to our 
scope of services.

Our crew offloaded the tanks with the 250-ton Pull-Up Gantry. The rotating 
was accomplished with the Barnhart’s Powered Tank Rollers. Finally, each 
tank was set onto the foundations with the appropriate cranes.

We optimized value by negotiating pricing on third party equipment rental, 
analyzing feasibility of different lift methods, using local labor and equipment 
as much as possible, mobilizing on day of lifts to minimize living expenses 
and using local branch trucking where feasible.

Our project manager communicated and coordinated with the customer to 
assure a successful project for all involved.  The project was completed with 
no safety issues.

T E N N E S S E E

NITROGEN PLANT: Ammonia Tank Offload and Set
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a     winter storm and high winds delayed this project which involved offloading a dryer at the Port of Charleston and 
transporting it by barge to a plant on the Cooper River. 

The dryer was received from the ship’s gear and staged on the dock. It was then lifted with a 500-ton barge crane and loaded to 
the barge. The Barnhart team worked with the towing company to coordinate the transport while working around the tidal swings 
in river elevation. 

The barge safely arrived at the plant slip the next morning and the crew began assembling the runway and four 38’ barge ramps to 
come off the barge with two 6-line PSTe Goldhofer trailers. During the setup, the barge settled into the mud as the tide receded. 
The ramp angle and elevation had to be adjusted in the field to accomodate the extra amount of settlement in the rear of the 
barge slip. 

After the ramps were placed, the trailers drove onto the barge, lifted the dryer and began the slow descent from the barge deck to 
solid ground.  The operators then navigated the road to the laydown yard where the dryer was safely placed on stands and beams.

S O U T H  CA R O L I N A

PETROCHEMICAL: Dryer Transport
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PROJECT PROFILES

B arnhart was charged with removing and replacing several railroad 
bridge sections at a river crossing in Oklahoma in a short work 
window of 30 hours.  

The challenges were many. Barnhart had a limited work area off of a 
temporary causeway built in a flowing river bed, which proved to be a 
safety concern because of its low psf load limits.  The crew had to contend 
with extreme low temperatures, a 13-hour delay caused by high winds and 
snow. Plus, Barnhart also had to transport the sections over rough terrain 
with limited support locations.

Barnhart used three cranes and 16 lines of PSTe Goldhofer to bring the 
loads closer to the hook. Barnhart was able to keep the overall loads on the 
causeway down so that its size could be reduced. The second crane and an 
extra power pack for the Goldhofer allowed us to provide a less expensive 
over all project with built-in redundancy to ensure continuous workflow. 

Barnhart engineers also used additional lines of Goldhofer combined with 
specified tie-down procedures to properly stabilize each load. 

In spite of setbacks and weather delays, the project was completed just 
seven hours outside of the work window.

O K L A H O M A

HEAVY CIVIL: Railroad Bridge Girder Haul and Set
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OUTAGE SUPPORT: Condenser Removal and Replacement

N O RT H  CA R O L I N A

B arnhart was hired to remove and replace two condensers weighing 
35,000 lbs. each on a 172’ tall process tower during a planned outage 
at a plant in North Carolina. 

Barnhart worked with the customer’s management team to understand 
the overall needs of the project.  This allowed the customer to shift their 
attention to other areas of the outage and bring their plant back online 
sooner than planned.  

The team utilized a crane and hydraulic crane for the project.  Working in a 
congested area with other contractors, the Barnhart crew put safety first 
and completed the work without incident. The outage planning paid off 
when the work scope was completed in 11 shifts instead of the 26 shifts 
that were scheduled.
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B arnhart received an emergency call from a nuclear station 
in the Midwest on a Saturday night about a failed Main 
Power Transformer (MPT).  This required the emergency 

removal of the MPT with a fully-dressed spare. The station had never 
executed a fully-dressed out move before. 

Barnhart responded immediately, sending a project management 
and engineering team the next morning. The team then immediately 
started mobilizing to the site the Barnhart crew and equipment 
which included a 20-line 1-1/2 wide Goldhofer PSTe, pull-up gantry 
system, 1,000-ton slide system, climbing jacks and bridge jumpers.   

The failed MPT weighed 740,000 lbs. and its replacement weighed 
1,034,000 lbs. The project involved multiple bridge jumps along the 
haul route to span underground interferences. Several Barnhart 
teams from our network of branches assisted our Channahon, Illinois 
project branch in the safe and efficient completion of this project.  

Within one week of the Saturday night emergency phone call, 
Barnhart had set the fully-dressed spare MPT on the pad, and it was 
in operation in 15 days. Barnhart was a key contributor in assisting 
the station in beating their planned outage schedule of 17 days.

I L L I N O I S

NUCLEAR: Emergency MPT Replacement

PROJECT PROFILES
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T he challenge presented to the Barnhart team was to develop and 
execute a plan to safely and successfully remove and replace two 
feedwater heaters (FWH) during critical path of a scheduled outage 

at a North Carolina power plant.  

One FWH weighed in at 141,800 lbs. and the other was 66,000 lbs. The 
heaters were located on elevated platforms with very limited access.  

The team assembled and utilized a 450-ton gantry system on top of a 600-
ton gantry system to support Barnhart’s 750-ton hydaulic turntable. The crew 
then slid the FWHs onto the turntable using our hydraulic slide system.  
Finally, the heaters were rotated and moved, via gantries, to an area for 
lowering.

Advance planning conducted by our engineering and project team enabled 
Barnhart to manage obstacles that would have had a negative impact on the 
outcome.  We also developed an engineered rigging concept that utilized 
a combination of our cool tools, including Fabricated Tank Bolsters and 
Powered Rollers (see featured article on page 17).  Plus, we had experience 
having used a similar method to perform a previous project.

N O RT H  CA R O L I N A

OUTAGE SUPPORT: Feedwater Heater Removal and Replacement
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PROJECT PROFILES

HEAVY HAUL: Generator Transport

A R I Z O N A

B arnhart was asked to come up with the best mode of 
transportation to deliver two 500,000 lb. generators from the 
Port of Houston to a power generating station in Arizona. The 

manufacturer’s contract with the station required that the delivery of each 
generator was two months apart on or before specific dates. 

Barnhart and the client decided to haul the generators using their GS-
800 Girder Transport System from the Port to the station located outside 
of Phoenix. The total haul distance was just over 1,700 miles, which 
necessitated obtaining all city, county and state permits in Texas, New 
Mexico and Arizona.  

Barnhart’s Long Beach, Calif. heavy haul crew received the first generator 
on August 21 from the ship’s hook at the Port of Houston and had to 
wait a couple of days to clear customs. Once loaded onto the GS-800 
Transport System, the crew encountered a detour en route in Texas due 
to road construction delays caused by weather. The alternate route added 
over 100 miles to the haul.

Despite that delay, Barnhart delivered the first generator at 6:00 am, one 
day before the delivery deadline.
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a                  paper company in Arkansas hired Barnhart to offload and haul a bleach tank from the Port of Crossett to their mill and 
then set it within a tight time frame. 

The company first offloaded three sections of the new tank from a hopper barge and loaded them onto Barnhart trucks and 
trailers.  Due to the height and width of the sections, the haul involved utility bucket trucks, escorts and police escorts. All power 
and communication line crossings had to be moved, and traffic on the highway had to be shut down.

At the mill, Barnhart staged the top two sections on pipe stands so that they could be welded together. The bottom section was 
placed onto six lines of Goldhoffer PSTe and manuevered through a tight alley to the 500-ton crane. The section was offloaded 
over several pipe racks and set into place. 

The two top sections were welded together and manuevered through the same tight alley. Measuring over over 75’ tall, it had to 
be tailed up with the 165-ton crane.

Barnhart’s West Monroe, La., Mobile, Ala. and Knoxville, Tenn. branches provided support, equipment and manpower. In spite of 
the short time frame and limited maneuverability, the job went very smoothly.

PULP AND PAPER: Bleach Tank Haul

A R K A N S A S
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HEAVY CIVIL: Bridge Replacement

C O N N E C T I C U T

B arnhart was hired to replace outdated bridges on I-84 in Southington, Connecticut 
working with the Connecticut Department of Transportation (ConnDOT). Our 
competition had proposed doing the project over two weekends, but to minimize 

traffic disruptions, ConnDOT wanted it to be completed over one weekend. Barnhart 
promised to meet that schedule 

At 9 p.m. on a Friday night, the highway was shut down and Barnhart started the removal of 
the bridges. The project had to be completed by Monday at 5 a.m. 

The stretches of the bridge were 102’ long and 62’ wide and weighed approximately 1,040 
tons. Barnhart utilized two double-wide 12-line transporters made up of 96 axle lines of PSTe 
trailer, along with their specially designed shoring and secondary lift systems and 16 Pull-Up 
Gantries to remove and replace the bridge superstructures. The two transporter plan allowed 
the bridge moves to be accomplished at the same time.  

The result  –both bridges were replaced in less than 12 hours of trailer time. ConnDOT was 
able to reopen both the eastbound and westbound lanes of I-84 well ahead of schedule.

PROJECT PROFILES
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PETROLEUM REFINING: Exchanger Bundle Replacement

D uring a spring turnaround at a refinery in Illinois, Barnhart was asked to remove and replace eight heat exchanger 
bundles. Four were located on the second level and four were on the third level of the unit. The challenge was 
how to safely and effectively reach ten feet into the unit to replace them.  

A further challenge was a pipe rack on the outside of the structure which protruded out an additional eight feet.  Also, 
due to the support members on the unit structure, several windows needed to be created to pull the exchanger 
bundles from the unit.

Barnhart’s Moving Counterweight Cantilever Beam was utilized to make the 10’ reach into the unit.  The bundles were 
then basket-rigged tightly to the cantilever beam in order to clear the steel support structure between the first and second 
levels. In addition, Barnhart’s engineering team provided an alternative solution to dismantling the pipe rack on the outside 
of the unit.

The bundles were successfully removed and replaced. Efficient planning and coordination by Barnhart’s team enabled the 
project to be completed safely and profitably, while providing a value solution to the client.

I L L I N O I S 
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U TA H

B arnhart was contracted to provide turnkey service for the 
removal and replacement of five Clipper wind turbine 
gearboxes on 80m hub height wind turbines.  

The site had several constraints in that the Bureau of Land 
Management owned the land on which the wind farm was located 
and restricted land disturbance around the turbine.  Also, any ground 
disturbance had to be reseeded with native grasses. 

A further complication was the involvement of a third party contractor to 
deliver the new components to the site and haul the old gearboxes back 
to the repair facility, requiring additional coordination on Barnhart’s part.  

Two cranes were used for the project.  The heaviest component lifted 
was the wind turbine rotor assemblies at 140,000 lbs.  The gearbox 
with the four generators weighed 115,000 lbs.  Once the gearbox was 
removed, Barnhart had to pull out the generators from the old gearbox 
and install them on the new one.  

The customer was very pleased with the Barnhart crew’s efficiency, 
experience and professionalism, which resulted in a long-term 
agreement to maintain their Clipper fleet.

www.barnhartcrane.com    Vol. 54    2014 15
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WIND POWER: Gearbox Removal and Replacement



NUCLEAR: Condensate Header Piping Removal and Replacement

N O RT H  CA R O L I N A

T he scope of this project was to remove and replace a condensate header and pipe sections inside a nuclear facility 
in North Carolina during a four week, around-the-clock outage.  Barnhart was to provide engineering, management, 
supervision, labor and advanced rigging.   

Rigging scaffolding was set up on each side of the condenser bay, and sections were removed, utilizing a rigging beam and 
multiple 15+ chain hoists.  The sections were hoisted to reach an angle where they could be rigged out of the bay.  Wire rope 
chokers were used with softeners around the header and piping.  Installation was done in the same fashion.

The work area was challenging and very congested with multiple projects being executed simultaneously by various 
contractors.  Despite these obstacles, the project was executed safely without incident and supported the customer’s 
scheduled timeframe. Barnhart has been invited to perform the same work scope in 2015.
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PROJECT PROFILES

I nnovation is one of Barnhart’s core values.  We utilize our existing 
tools to their full capacity, and if the right tool doesn’t exist, we will 
engineer and manufacture one.

The Powered Saddle Roller is a prime example of Barnhart’s innovation 
at work.  Prior to its invention, the low profile rollers in existence relied 
on a secondary piece of equipment to lift loads.  Barnhart’s engineering 
team saw a need for an all-in-one, freestanding roller and jacking 
assembly. They then went out and made the tool a reality. 

At less than nine inches tall, the hydraulically powered units can 
go underneath a vessel, lift it up and then maneuver the piece to a 
final destination. It has four wheel sets that allow it to be steered by 
adjusting the speed of two of its wheels.  

The roller was made specifically to roll under cylindrical vessels.  
Barnhart has utilized the equipment for tank and vessel replacement 
and moving feedwater heaters, MSR units and other heat exchangers.  
Perhaps its highest profile use was the removal and replacement of a 
350,000 lb. nuclear reactor head at a facility in Southern California.    

For more information on this innovative tool, contact your local Barnhart 
sales representative.

P OW E R E D  S A D D L E  R O L L E R

NEW TOOLS: Powered Saddle Roller

EQUIPM
ENT PROFILE
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BARNHART: Iowa, Nebraska, South Dakota

W ith the recent acquisition of Crane Rental and 
Rigging (CRR) based in Omaha, Barnhart has 
added to its national network of branches and 

expanded into new territory in the Midwest.

In addition to Omaha, the acquisition added seven other 
locations: two additional offices in Nebraska in Lincoln and 
South Sioux City, in Iowa in Des Moines, Cedar Rapids, 
Davenport and Ames and one in Sioux Falls, South Dakota.

The new Barnhart branches have approximately 70 
employees and as many as 100 during peak times.  They 

provide services which include daily operated crane 
rental, shutdowns and outages, wind maintenance and 
machinery moving to customers in Iowa, Nebraska, southern 
Minnesota, northern Missouri and Kansas, and southern 
South Dakota.

According to Ted Hickson, former executive director of 
CRR who now serves as regional leader for Barnhart, “The 
advantage for customers of being part of the Barnhart family 
is that we can meet their needs better with a much larger 
pool of equipment and manpower.  We’re more of a one stop 
shop for a variety of needs.”
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BRANCH PROFILE

B arnhart’s Omaha branch had a 
unique opportunity of setting 
this classic sign 19 stories 

in the air and back five feet to the 
face of the building, equipment and 
manpower.  We’re more of a one stop 
shop for a variety of needs.”

B arnhart’s new Sioux City 
team was asked to help 
demo the lighthouse façade 

and service bridges of an old casino 
on the Missouri River so it could be 
relocated to St. Louis.
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- deCAtur, Al full serviCe

- fAirHope, Al serviCe Center

- gAdsden, Al full serviCe

- mobile, Al full serviCe

- pHoenix, AZ rigging & trAnsport

- blytHeville, Ar full serviCe

- little roCk, Ar full serviCe

- long beACH, CA rigging & trAnsport

- middletown, Ct full serviCe

- CHiCAgo, il rigging & trAnsport,
     HeAvy lift terminAl

- Ames, iA full serviCe

- CedAr rApids, iA full serviCe

- dAvenport, iA full serviCe

- des moines, iA full serviCe

- owensboro, ky rigging & trAnsport

- lAke CHArles, lA full serviCe

- sHreveport, lA full serviCe

- west monroe, lA full serviCe

- monroe, mi rigging & trAnsport

- JACkson, ms full serviCe

- linColn, ne full serviCe

- omAHA, ne full serviCe

- sioux City, ne/iA full serviCe

- eAst syrACuse, ny rigging & trAnsport

- oklAHomA City, ok full serviCe

- pHilAdelpHiA, pA rigging & trAnsport

- CHArleston, sC rigging & trAnsport

- sioux fAlls, sd full serviCe

- CHAttAnoogA, tn full serviCe

- kingsport, tn full serviCe

- knoxville, tn full serviCe

- mempHis, tn full serviCe, 
 HeAvy lift terminAl, serviCe Center

- spring Hill, tn sAles

- Houston, tx rigging & trAnsport

- riCHlAnd, wA rigging & trAnsport

- spokAne vAlley, wA full serviCe

NATIONWIDE OFFICE LOCATIONS & FACILITIES

HEAVY LIFTING, MOVING AND SLIDING
•	 Hydraulic Gantries to 800 tons
•	 SIiding Systems from 100 to 1,000 tons
•	 Fork Lifts to 120,000 Ibs w/ hydraulic booms
•	 Strand Lifts to 700 tons
•	 Hoists to 500 tons 
•	 Modular Lift Towers to 2800 tons

TELESCOPlC BOOM CRANES
•	 110 Cranes from 17.5 to 80 tons
•	 25 Cranes from 100 to 180 tons
•	 15 Cranes from 210 to 600 tons

LATTICE BOOM CRANES
•	 Crawlers from 250 to 700 tons
•	 Truck Cranes from 125 to 800 tons
•	 Ringer Cranes from 360 to 1,760 tons

TRANSPORTATION SERVICES
•	 Capacity of over 6,500 tons of Hydraulic
•	 Platform Trailers, including SPMT & PSTe 
 Barge and Rail Loading & Securement
•	 Dolly Transporters to 1,000 tons
•	 Temporary Bridges to 152’
•	 Jumper Ramps 30’ to 60’

STORAGE CAPABILITIES
•	 500,000 Square Feet of Indoor Warehousing
•	 Over 100 Acres of Outdoor Storage

GREAT LAKES
•	 Heavy Lift Terminal & Barge Crane

MARINE SERVICES
•	 Memphis, TN: Heavy Lift Terminal with 1,  
 250-ton Derrick Crane, Rail & Heavy Storage
•	 Mobile, AL - 400-ton Barge Crane
•	 Decatur, AL - Barge Dock,
•	 Cranes to 500 tons, RO/RO

WEIGHING SYSTEMS
•	 Multi-point weighing up to 3000 tons

2163 Airways Blvd.
Memphis, TN 38114

www.barnhartcrane.com
1-800-587-3249
sales@barnhartcrane.com
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